Abstract-The way of multisensory data integration is a crucial step of any data fusion method. Different physical types of sensors (optic, thermal, acoustic, or radar) with different resolutions, and different types of GIS digital data (elevation, vector map) require a proper method for data integration. Incommensurability of the data may not allow to use conventional statistical methods for fusion and processing of the data. A correct and established way of multisensory data integration is required to deal with such incommensurable data as the employment of an inappropriate methodology may lead to errors in the fusion process. To perform a proper multisensory data fusion several strategies were developed (Bayesian, linear (log linear) opinion pool, neural networks, fuzzy logic approaches). Employment of these approaches is motivated by weighted consensus theory, which lead to fusion processes that are correctly performed for the variety of data properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE practical use of spaceborne very high resolution multispectral data (e.g., IKONOS, WorldView-2, or GeoEye-1) is still growing but the information gathered from the multispectral data is less in comparison to full spectral imaging. An improvement can be achieved by employment of fusion approaches with data from other sensors or sources since this may increase the quality of scene classification. Fusion of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and optical data is employed for several topics in remote sensing data interpretation, e.g., for landcover classification [1] - [3] , change detection [4] , object detection [5] .
Incommensurability of different sources of data (e.g., optical, SAR, and DEM) requires a proper design of the fusion process. J. Benediktsson et al. [6] , [7] first investigated statistical versus neural network approaches for multisensory data fusion and classification. Linear opinion pool and logarithmic opinion pool optimized by a multilayer neural network are proposed for the combination of multisensory data (multispectral, elevation, slope, aspect, and SAR). Several approaches for multisensory data fusion following consensus theory and employing different techniques such as Bayesian or neural networks were developed. F. Pacifici et al. [3] developed the best fusion algorithm for the 2007 GRSS Data Fusion Contest. The algorithm is based on a neural network classification enhanced by preprocessing and postprocessing. Principal component analysis is applied on SAR data. Altogether, 14 inputs to the neural network were given: 2 SAR images, 6 Landsat-5 spectral images, and 6 Landsat-7 spectral images. The classification into 5 classes (City center, Residental area, Sparce buildings, Water, Vegetation) provided a high Kappa coefficient equal to 0.9393. M. Fauvel et al. [8] applied decision fusion for classification of urban areas. The fusion approach consists of two steps. In the first step, data are processed by each classifier separately and the algorithms provide for each pixel membership degrees for the considered classes. In the second step, a fuzzy decision rule is used to combine the results provided by algorithms according to the classifiers' capabilities. The method is tested and validated with two classifiers on IKONOS images from urban areas. The proposed method improves classification results when compared with separate use of different classifiers. The overall accuracy of classification for 6 classes (Large buildings, Houses, Large roads, Streets, Open areas, and Shadows) is 75.7 %.
F. Rottensteiner et al. [9] presented a method for building detection from a combination LIDAR data and multispectral images. They showed its applicability in a test site of heterogeneous building shapes. The method is based on the application of Dempster-Shafer theory for data fusion. The authors note that achieved results are satisfactory but in some cases buildings and trees could not be accurately separated, either because of shadows or because the resolution of the LIDAR data is not sufficient.
Graphical models (a type of factor graphs) were primarily employed for natural image classification and annotation. Fei-Fei Li et al. [10] proposed a new probabilistic directed graphical model for jointly modeling the image, its class label and its annotations. The model treats the class label as a global description of the image, and treats annotation terms as local descriptions of parts of the image. Approximate inference and estimation algorithms based on variational methods were employed.
M. Lienou et al. [11] employed latent Dirichlet allocation model for the annotation of satellite images. The annotation task combines a supervised classification of the image patches and the integration of the spatial information between the patches. The model represents each patch of a collection as a random mixture of latent topics, where each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. The capability of the model is used to assign probabilities to unseen images to classify the patches of the large image into the semantic concepts. The authors in paper [12] developed a solution for bridging the gap between the results of classification algorithms and high semantic terminology of cartographic data. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation model is employed to map heterogeneous pixels with similar intermediate-level semantic meaning into land cover classes of various mapping products. A big problem in generating cartographic information from a fully automatic classification map is solved and demonstrated for Landsat images.
M. Datcu et al. [13] developed information mining system to retrieve remote sensing imagery from a database. The system allows semantic interpretation of the imagery using Bayesian networks. Unsupervised clustering of the features leads to obtaining an abstract vocabulary of signal classes. The vocabulary of signal classes is linked to the user-defined semantic landcover types using Bayesian networks.
The concept of factor graph (FG) was first devised in 1997 [14] and since then the application of FGs for signal/image processing and recognition is gradually emerging. B. Frey et al. [15] performed a thorough and exhaustive work on comparison of learning and inference methods for probabilistic graphical models (Bayesian networks, Markov random fields, factor graphs). For complex models that accurately describe many problems, direct application of Bayes rule leads to an intractable number of computations. A graphical model (factor graph) identifies the modules in the system and can be used to derive algorithms that achieve exponential speedups. Factor graphs subsume properties of Bayesian networks and Markov random fields. Any Bayesian network or Markov random field can be easily converted to a FG, without loss of information. Further, there exist models that have independence relationships that cannot be expressed in a Bayesian network or a Markov random field, but that can be expressed in a FG. FGs are more explicit about the factorization of the distribution than Bayesian networks and Markov random fields. Another advantage of FGs is that, because they explicitly identify functions, they provide a useful graph for message-passing algorithms, such as belief propagation [15] .
Application of factor graphs for sensor fusion is performed by J. Moura et al. [16] on synthetic data. In this study a fusion of data collected by several heterogeneous sensors is performed to obtain a common goal. Successful fusion results were obtained on simulated scenarios with high sensing resolution and small sensor network, or low sensing resolution and large sensor network (e.g., 150 sensors and 200 targets). Application on sonar data is performed by K. Kampa et al. [17] . In this work a dynamic factor graph is employed for data fusion (3 real targets taken by 2 sensors) and segmentation (in the sense of probabilistic framework). The linear-time inference is achieved on a tree-structured network using the sum-product algorithm. R. Naphade et al. [18] employed factor graphs for semantic annotation of video sequences. A factor graph is used for mapping low-level features to high-level semantics. To reduce the complexity and computational cost of the factor graph (probability function is exponential in the number of variables), a factorization of the function is enforced (instead of one joint probability mass function, several mass functions of two argument variables were used).
Remotely sensed data have a high complexity and the processing or interpretation requires a definition of a model. The model should have properties like, for example, an established mathematical basis, tractable learning and inference, good generalization capabilities, calculation time, absence of curse of dimensionality. Explicit factorization properties of factor graphs allow to compose complex models from simpler modules and establish links among the simpler modules using the rules of probability theory. Approximate inference methods applied for factor graphs allow to receive fast and plausible decisions; plausible decisions by inference on non-full data are possible to perform. These properties give a good motivation to employ factor graph model for data and imagery interpretation especially in remote sensing applications. Nevertheless, factor graphs are not widely employed yet especially for remotely sensed data processing and interpretation. This research is motivated by previous works of the authors on single-/multisensory data classification [19] of satellite data. The used method employs input data/feature representation (separately for each data source) using an unsupervised clustering. -means clustering or entropy based -means (allows automatic computation of a proper number of clusters [20] ) can be used. The unsupervised clustering allows to combine objects and structures with similar (i.e., spectral or textural) properties, reduce the size of the data, and make a higher level of feature abstraction. Since the represented data have a finite number of states a proper fusion method following consensus theory should be used. Considering the properties, factor graphs were chosen to perform multisensory data integration. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II a detailed introduction and description of the proposed method for multisensory data fusion is given. Section III gives a short introduction to factor graphs, presents description of relationships of variables and factors in the factor graph, and a proper model of the factor graph is selected. Information on configuration and inference methods is also given. Description of the employed multisensory data, fusion strategies, results of the experimental part and discussion are given in Section IV. Conclusion and prospective development of the fusion model are given at the end of the paper.
II. ALPHABET-BASED DATA FUSION
Different types of data (qualitative and quantitative) are represented using different scales, e.g. nominal scale (color, flavour, or specie, an unordered set of qualitative "values", numbers are used as labels and express no mathematical properties); ordinal scale (the result of qualitative or quantitative data, e.g., student rank in a school, numbers indicate the relative position of items); interval scale (opinion scale, time difference, or date in calendar, numbers indicate difference between items, there is no absolute zero point); ratio scale (length in meters, duration in hours, numbers indicate difference and there is a fixed zero point); absolute scale (the number of books in a library, numbers are properties of the attribute).
Performing fusion and classification of features represented on different scales and obtained from different acquisition devices (e.g., the features possess different statistical properties and distributions) may be difficult using parametric statistical methods and may lead to errors. An assumption on a parametric distribution for the employed features may not always hold. To overcome these difficulties we perform feature transformation to make an intermediate representation of a feature (e.g., assume a categorical (multinomial) distribution [21] separately for each transformed feature). This transformation (representation on the alphabet, or a vocabulary of signal classes [13] ) makes another level of feature abstraction, generalized by similarity in the feature space, simultaneously performing data reduction. -means unsupervised clustering is the most popular and easy way to perform this transformation and used in works [11] , [13] , [19] , [21] , [22] . The number of clusters can be selected empirically or by using approaches to determine the optimal number. In work [11] the optimal number of clusters is selected by modeling the features as a Gaussian mixture and using the minimum description length criteria to accede to the optimal complexity of the model [23] . The unsupervised clustering method by entropy minimization [20] performs clustering of data with automatic definition of a proper number of clusters.
Factor graph is a discrete graphical model (each variable can take any value of a finite predefined domain) therefore the input features can only be discrete. A trade-off between the number of clusters and the accuracy of fusion and classification is investigated. A factor graph is employed to integrate the multisensory data represented in a finite domain. Employment of this type of graphical models is motivated by the fact that factor graphs were used effectively in a wide range of application areas such as Decoding of codes, Behavioral modeling, Probabilistic modeling, Fast Fourier transform [14] .
Detailed explanation of the fusion framework is given in the following.
A. Framework
The fusion framework consists of three main steps: 1) Information fission: feature extraction from input datasets. The aim of this step is to extract information and to make a full description of the input data (to provide the quasi-full description) [19] . For each data source relevant features are extracted. These features are expected to characterize different properties of structures and objects in each data source. After feature extraction a large amount of redundant information is obtained. 2) Feature representation on an alphabet. The aim of this step is to represent a feature on a finite predefined domain-alphabet. The number of states of the feature value is reduced, i.e., a kind of "quantization" is performed. The objects with similar properties are combined and the data size is decreased. This representation can be made using several methods, e.g., unsupervised clustering. -means clustering is used. All features extracted from multisensory data are processed in this way and a vector of features is composed. This vector is used as input evidence for a configured (learned on training data) factor graph. 3) Fusion and classification of coded data or features is performed using the factor graph [14] , [24] . Configurations (parameter sets) of the FG are calculated according to supervisely selected classes and training areas. Configured FG is used for inference on evidence data (i.e., clustered input features). The posterior probability (maximum principle) or calculated marginal distribution of a latent variable is employed for data classification. The overall scheme is given in Fig. 1 . Different feature types can be extracted to make an exhausting description of the data. For example, a multispectral image can be used for extraction of spectral information, DVI indexes and texture features (Haralick, Gabor, or Laws). For some data sources (e.g., DEM) feature extraction is not carried out and the data are directly represented on the alphabet. The size of the alphabet should be appropriately defined for data or features (multispectral, textural, or DEM). At the final step the evidence (a code composed from features represented on an alphabet) is given to factor graph (factor graph is configured for several classes) and a class label is selected according to the maximum likelihood probability.
III. FACTOR GRAPH DEFINITION

A. Feature Representation on Finite Alphabet
Input data and extracted features have varying value ranges, statistics, and physical nature. For example, WorldView-2 has 11-bit coded multispectral data, TerraSAR-X has 16-bit coded data, while other sources of data and extracted features may have other value ranges. Clustering of input data is performed to fit the nature and properties of the data fusion method or classifier (e.g. neural network, Bayesian network, Markov random field, or Factor graph).
The aim of such feature coding is to represent a feature using a predefined finite domain (alphabet). The finite domain refers to the unique values (or a list of values) the feature can have. Here we use a finite domain consisting of natural numbers. To represent the input data source (or a feature) on the finite domain, the data are proposed to be processed by unsupervised clustering [20] . A cluster's number is assumed as the value from the defined domain. The number of clusters is set empirically or can be automatically computed by the clustering method (according Fig. 1 . Inference (classification) is performed using a configured factor graphon evidence (input features for the graph). After belief propagation on the graph the likelihood probability is calculated and a pixel is labeled by the class that has the maximum probability (minimum energy) of the configured factor graph. to the scene complexity) and equals to the size of the domain. Unsupervised clustering allows to group objects in the data source by the properties described by the sensor (intensity, DN value, or spectral properties) and to reduce the complexity of the data set. After clustering, each feature is represented on a domain with a particular size (the number of clusters can be different and should be defined for each feature) and a vector is composed from the represented features. This vector (code vector, under some assumptions) is the input data (evidence) for a factor graph.
B. Factor Graph for Discrete Data
Factor graphs are more general graphical models than Bayesian networks or Markov random fields (according to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [25] , Bayesian networks and Markov random fields are particular cases of corresponding factor graphs). A FG possesses properties of Bayesian network and Markov random field and allows to describe relationships among parts of a modeled system using the rules of probability theory. Probability propagation in a Bayesian net is equivalent to the application of the sum-product algorithm to the corresponding factor graph [18] . FGs were found efficient for discrete-valued data recognition in various applications [16] , [26] , [27] .
A factor graph is a bipartite graph containing two types of nodes: variable nodes and function nodes (factors)
, where a variable node takes value on a finite domain (alphabet ) [14] . A variable node is connected to a factor node if and only if is an argument of the . A factor is a function of the variables with a configuration space :
(1) Fig. 2 presents an example of a factor graph with three variables and two function nodes and with factorization:
. The sum-product algorithm [14] works by computing messages at the nodes using a simple rule and then passing the messages between nodes according to a selected schedule [18] . A message from a function node to a variable node is the product of all messages incoming to the function node with the function itself, summarized for the variable associated with the vari-able node. A message from a variable node to a function node is simply the product of all messages incoming to the variable node from other functions connected to it. Consider a message on the edge connecting function node to variable node . Let mesg denote the message sent from node to node in the operation of the sum-product algorithm. Also let mesg denote the message sent from node to node . Further, let denote the set of neighbors of a given node in a factor graph and let indicate the summary operator [14] , [18] . Consider a function then a possible summary operator could be the summation operator in (2): (2) The message computations performed by the sum-product algorithm can be expressed as follows. Variable to local function:
Local function to variable:
In the case where a local function has arguments from subset (each has a particular subset of variables ), the product (global function, ) of local functions can be expressed as:
C. Factor Graph Structure and Relationships Definition
The task of classification consists of determining the probability of a particular hypothesis given some observed evidence. Usually, this is solved by calculation of the marginal probability of a latent variable, or by calculating the posterior probability (likelihood on the configured factor graph given the evidence): (6) where the is the class, is the evidence (the evidence is a set of features:
). Bayes rule allows to expand this rule to: (7) where the is the evidence prior probability (fixed during inference), is the -th class prior probability (the probability can be flat over classes). Assuming that the factor graph is configured ( is the configuration for class ) the joint distribution of is the following [28] : (8) Conditioning on we can write:
The following models can be defined for (7): the exact model ( Fig. 3(a) ) and the independent model ( Fig. 3(b) ). The exact model assumes that the class configuration is a single factor with dependent features. The independent model assumes that each input feature is independent.
1) Exact Model: Assume that we have coded input features (denote as ) as an evidence . The exact model factor graph ( Fig. 3(a) ) can be written as: (10) where the variables are the input features (evidence ), is the -th class, is the factor defining prior probability of class variable is the factor of input features and class variable are the factors defining prior probabilities (normalizing factors).
Message updating for the exact model factor graph ( Fig. 3(a) ) is described in Fig. 4 .
2) Independent Model: The independent model factor graph ( Fig. 3(a) ) can be written as: Fig. 4 . Message update diagram for function node (an equivalent to the joint mass function), the node defining the prior probability of class variable , and the normalization functions in the exact model factor graph ( Fig. 3(a) ) (also see Naphade et al. [18] ).
Fig. 5. Message update diagram for function nodes
, the node defining the prior probability of class variable , and the normalization functions in the independent model factor graph ( Fig. 3(b) ).
where the factors are the factors of the features and share the class variable is the -th class variable; is the factor defining the prior probability of class variable .
Message updating for the independent model graph ( Fig. 3(b) ) is described in Fig. 5 . Detailed step-by-step message propagation map for the independent model is given in the Appendix.
Different topologies of the graph pose some difficulties and advantages on the graph use. A single configuration factor in the exact model allows to perform exact inference but makes learning and inference problematic on this graph due to its high complexity, while the independent model is an equivalent to a tree-structured Bayesian network and has low complexity leading to easier configuration and inference.
Several modifications of the exact model can be made in order to allow usage of the arbitrary number of input features: 1) Factorization of functions. The factor in (10) has exponential nature on the number of input variables (features), therefore the cost of computation increases quickly. Increasing the number of input features as well as the alphabet size, the factor graph will obtain a high and intractable state space and the configuration of this factor graph as well as inference may become difficult to perform. To overcome this disadvantage a factorization of mass functions can be done (e.g., [18] ). 2) Features as binary variables. Additionally an input feature can be represented using several binary variables to reduce the state space of an input feature variable (then the number of input feature variables increases).
D. Model Learning: Graph Configuration
The structure of a factor graph (the exact or independent model) defines a dependency of class variable node on input features (evidence ). The probability can be calculated using the configured (learned) factor graph. The use of training data allows to calculate a configuration (parameter set ) for the factor graph (the is calculated to maximize the , (6)- (9)). An important issue is a proper way to configure (make supervised learning) the graph. The configuration of the FG consists of two steps. In the first step we maximize the total likelihood subject to all the factors (estimated factors are , and ) using training data for all the classes (the number of samples for each class should be almost equal). In the second step, the factors and (prior probabilities over the features and class) are fixed and the factors are estimated for each class using only training data for the class . Such a two step configuration procedure allows the comparison of factor graph (parametrized by ) posterior probabilities for the classes using the maximum rule.
The gradient ascent method is employed for the calculation of the graph configuration . An inference on the configured factor graph given the evidence data allows to calculate a probability. A comparison of the calculated probabilities allows to make a classification of the input scene (maximum rule is used).
E. Inference
Usually the task of inference means one of two scenarios: 1) to compute a configuration of latent variables to maximize the posterior probability (in our task a latent variable is and the task is to maximize the ); 2) to compute the marginal distribution for a single node, or marginal distributions over sets of nodes:
(see [29] ). The task of marginalization could be difficult to perform because of a high complexity of the model together with a high number of input features (the number of variables can be up to 300) as well as a quite high number of classes (23 classes in this work). In order to avoid such marginalization problems the first scenario (maximization of the posterior probability) is selected. Mean field inference [15] is employed.
IV. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSIONS
The main aim of this section is to illustrate fusion and classification advantages of the proposed method in comparison with other known methods. Fusion and classification accuracy of a method can be numerically assessed on multisensory data. The same multisensory data and fixed training and test samples are employed by all compared fusion methods and numerical measures are calculated using the test samples.
Comparison of the numerical assessment results can reveal the method providing the best accuracy. Standard assessment measures such as overall accuracy, Cohen's Kappa, McNemar's test, and calculation of confusion matrices are used for the 
A. Munich Test Area 1) Multisensory Data and Features:
For an experimental evaluation, a combination of very high resolution (VHR) satellite data from the optical spectrum (WorldView-2) and the microwave range (TerraSAR-X) together with a digital surface model (DSM) are used. Multispectral data allow to classify objects by spectral properties, but the single-angle acquisition images do not allow to reveal the elevation of an object, therefore some classes can be confused (e.g., asphalt material can belong to a road or can be a roof material). SAR data (here X-band is assumed) allows to assess the homogeneity, object surface structure, and other properties of the objects. This kind of information can be used for proper description and delimitation of objects with similar spectral properties. The DSM data allows to obtain information on object height in the scene, but employment of the DSM for scene classification can not allow to define a high number of classes. An adequate fusion method of the multisensory data allows to detect a higher number of landcover classes with increased accuracy. Urban area (Munich city) is especially selected for data fusion because it contains a variety of objects, structures and allows to define a high number of landcover classes.
Acquisition geometries of the employed WorldView-2 (5.2 look angle, almost nadir view) and TerraSAR-X (49.2218 look angle) data allow to use the multisensory data for fusion [30] . WorldView-2 (WV-2) multispectral data were pan-sharpened by the General Fusion Framework method [31] . The optical and SAR data were orthorectified (SRTM 30 m DEM) and distortions introduced by terrain are decreased. Ortorectified WorldView-2 and SpotLight Level-1B Product TerraSAR-X (TSX) data were used. A detailed description of the employed data sets is given in Table I . The registration of optical and radar data is made in ENVI using manual selection of control points.
In more complicated cases other registration methods should be employed, e.g., [32] .
Highly detailed Digital Surface Model (DSM) of urban scene is generated using the Semiglobal Matching algorithm using in this case two Worldview-2 stereo pairs with small convergence angles (less than 20 degrees) [34] .
Specific features should be extracted from the data to make an exhaustive description of landcover classes, structures, and objects. For example, a multispectral image can be used for extraction of spectral information, Difference Vegetation Index (DVI) indexes, well known texture features (Haralick features, Gabor, or Laws), while the TSX data is primarily suitable for extraction of texture features to describe specific properties of objects. For some data sources (e.g., DSM) feature extraction is not carried out and the data are directly represented on the domain. The size of the domain should be appropriately defined for each different feature (multispectral, textural, or the DSM).
The TSX image is employed for the characterization of surface and textural properties. Optical WV-2 data are also used for textural feature extraction and for providing spectral information on the objects of the scene. In our experiment Gabor features [35] were calculated on TSX data and on Red color channel (630-690 nm) from WV-2 data. A bank of Gabor wavelets consists of 18 filters (6 orientations , 3 different periods of filter's sine component , and 1 sigma value ). A recursive implementation of Gabor filtering is employed [36] .
A subscene (7115 4516 pixels) is used in the experiments.
-means clustering is employed for feature representation on the alphabet. In this experiment we try to set the size of the alphabet as small as possible to illustrate that the represented data allows to reach a higher accuracy of the fusion and classification comparing to the full range of values. We assume that multispectral data requires a larger alphabet size to preserve more spectral information, while the texture and the DSM data can be represented on the alphabet with a smaller size. The number of clusters is selected empirically and set to 10 for Gabor features (calculated on SAR and optical data), 10 for the DSM, and 50 for the WV-2 multispectral data.
2) Fusion Strategies and Classification: One of the main interests is to assess the influence of multisensory data employment on classification accuracy and to compare the fusion results with the results of single sensor data classification. Quantitative assessment allows to illustrate usefulnesss of multisen- Single data sets like DSM or only texture were not selected for comparison since the data do not allow to obtain a comparable classification accuracy. Altogether, 23 classes were defined, the number of training and test samples is given in Table II . Selection of training and test regions is made manually on a color composite of WorldView-2 according to available ground truth data. The training and test samples are spatially uncorrelated. It should be noted that the validated ground truth is limited in size (e.g., vector data on class Nr. 12 and 16-23 is available only for a small number of objects and buildings). The ground truth for the area under investigation is proofed by the ATKIS vector map provided by Bavarian State Agency for Surveying and Geoinformation (Landesamt für Vermessung und Geoinformation). Vector data on the materials available in the scene is created and provided by W. Heldens [37] .
3) Results and Discussion: Table III presents results (overall accuracy and Cohen's Kappa) on fusion and classification of single sensor and multisensory data. Results of two other methods: Maximum Likelihood (ML) (not following consensus theory) and Neural Network (NN) are also given for comparison. All the methods were run on the same feature set and the same training/test regions were employed. Neural network (multilayer perceptron) is chosen since it is shown to be an efficient and popular solution for multisensory data fusion and provides a high classification accuracy [3] , [6] . The Neural Network is a 3 layer (2 hidden layers) feed-forward net trained with Kalman filter, implemented in IDL [38] . The input features are normalized to one. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is selected experimentally. Running the neural network on the same feature set (WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM) and employing different number of neurons (5, 10, 20, 60, and 80) in the hidden layers it is found that the three layer network with 20 neurons in the two hidden layers allows to obtain the best result on fusion and classification (Table IV) . The same number of neurons is employed for the WV-2 and WV-2 DSM feature sets. For the ML classification ENVI software package is used.
The independent model of the factor graph is selected for fusion and classification since less calculation time is required for the configuration and inference. Estimation of marginal distribution for class variable can be used when there is a relatively low number of input features and the number of classes is not high. Employment of a high number of input features and classes (e.g., 45 features and 23 classes) makes it problematic to estimate the posterior marginal of class variable (confusion among classes is high). To avoid the confusion among classes, total maximum likelihood probability of the factor graph is calculated to produce a probability map separately for each class, and maximal MAP selection allows to assign the class labels.
Figs. 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the fusion and classification accuracy using the defined combinations of multisensory data. Introduction of the textural features and the DSM allowed to increase the overall accuracy for the NN and the FG fusion methods from 75.00% and 47.89% up to 76.33% and 76.75%, respectively. Kappa values were increased from 0.7282 and 0.4536 up to 0.7411 and 0.7438 for the NN and FG, respectively. Confusion matrices for the fusion and classification of the WV-2, Texture, and DSM data (Tables V, VI, and VII) allow to compare per class confusion.
The introduction of the textural features extracted from the SAR data increase the accuracy of the ground class labeling but the accuracy of building classification is decreased (Table II) . A strong backscatter from a building can reduce the accuracy of the building and nearby objects classification. Therefore the fusion with SAR for urban area classification should be used with caution and employment of multispectral and texture information extracted from the multispectral data, as well as elevation data should be employed. Overall, the ML provides a high confusion of buildings with construction sites in the whole scene on all features (Fig. 9(b) ). Such low accuracies of the ML classification method may be achieved, since the ML classifier can not efficiently deal with different distributions of data (spectral and textural) and features, or the multisensory data is not classified in the way of consensus classification [7] . The ML fusion and classification of the WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM data illustrated zero accuracy of the selected material classes (classes [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Having a high classification accuracy on single sensor data (WV-2) the ML illustrates difficulties to employ multisensory data (see Table III ), therefore with addition of the other features the fusion and classification accuracy decreased from % and down to % and , respectively. Here, fusion and classification using the ML (employing stacked data) may not satisfy the assumptions on different statistical properties of multisensory data.
Fusion of multisensory data using the FG method ( % ) allowed to obtain an increase of the accuracy comparing to the fusion and classification results obtained by the neural network ( % ).
FG based fusion allows better labeling of roads, and comparing to the NN the FG allows also better labeling of tram lines and railroads. Also, the FG fusion illustrates less accurate detection of the class Green house comparing to the NN. Low accuracy for classification of single source data by the FG method (WV-2, 8 features) as well as fusion of WV-2 DSM data (9 features) can be caused since the size of the alphabet is low and might not be sufficient (50 for multispectral). Therefore a loss of information during clustering influences the accuracy comparing to the methods dealing with original 11-bit single source data. It should be noted that the specially selected classes (roofing materials of buildings) are difficult to identify using the employed data, while hyperspectral data allows better classification of materials [39] . Separability of these classes is better obtained using the fusion method based on neural network. Fig. 10 presents labels taken from FG classification map, Fig. 11 illustrates the full size classified image for Munich test area.
Given the contingency table (see example Table IX) McNemar's test [40] allows to compare the performances of two classification methods. McNemar's test has a chi-square distribution with 1 degree of freedom and the is computed as follows: (12) A low -value calculated from the suggests that the null hypothesis should be rejected meaning that the two classifiers achieve different results. For the ML and FG (Table VIII) , and the NN and FG (Table IX) The FG fusion and classification approach allows to achieve an acceptable accuracy even on a small size of the representation domain (in the paper experiment the domain sizes are 10 for Gabor features, 10 for DSM and 50 for multispectral data). Even a simple structure of the FG allows to increase the fusion accuracy. The independent model of the factor graph is easy to configure and apply for real data.
4) Alphabet Size Influence on the Fusion Accuracy:
A trade-off between the size of the alphabet (the number of clusters) and the accuracy of the FG fusion is of interest. An experiment is run to assess the influence of the alphabet size on the FG fusion accuracy. The FG structure, the training and test samples, and the data (WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM features) are as in the Munich test area experiment. The multisensory data (all features) were represented using different size of the alphabet: 20, 50, and 100 (Table X) .
Here, the increase of the alphabet size does not allow to rise the accuracy of the FG fusion and classification and it is possible to conclude that there is no trend on the accuracy improvement 
5) Feature Rank:
Feature selection is run to analyze and find the features, which are more relevant for the FG fusion and classification. Peng et al. [41] developed a new and popular method for feature selection-the mRMR (minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance Feature Selection). The features selected by the method have a good performance on various types of classifiers with different methodology such as support vector machines, Naive Bayes, Linear discriminant analysis. Table XI presents the rank of the first ten features selected for Munich scene. The first five features were taken for the FG fusion and classification experiment.
The FG fusion and classification on the selected five features resulted in the overall accuracy equal to 74.44% and . The experimental analysis illustrated that the feature selection does not result in the accuracy increase. Generally, a proper configuration (learning) of the factor graph makes it sensitive to the more informative features (for a particular class), while the less informative input features are chosen by the FG less significant for the fusion and classification. According to the feature rank, WorldView-2 multispectral (places 1,5,10), Textural (Optical) (places 3,4,6-9), and the DSM (2nd place) data bring the most significant contribution for the classification accuracy. The feature rank illustrates that the SAR textural features are less important for the classes identification in comparison to Gabor features calculated on optical data (places 3,4,6-9). The employment of the Gabor features improves identification of the classes characterized by spatial context properties. The DSM is placed on the 2nd place noticing an importance of elevation data. The importance of the DSM (classification of the objects with the help of the height information) also corresponds to the rankings obtained in the classification experiment on WorldView-2 and DSM data on urban area carried out by Longbotham et al. [42] .
B. London Test Area 1) Multisensory Data and Features:
A combination of WorldView-2 multispectral, TerraSAR-X (SpotLight Level-1B product), and a digital surface model is used. Acquisition geometry of the employed WorldView-2 data is 6.3 off-nadir view angle. Acquisition geometry of the TerraSAR-X data is 48.23 off-nadir look angle. A detailed description of the employed data sets is given in Table XII . The registration of optical and radar data is made in ENVI using manual selection of control points.
WorldView-2 multispectral data were pan-sharpened by the General Fusion Framework method [31] . Digital Surface Model (DSM) is generated using the Semiglobal Matching algorithm [34] . A surface model generated from other sensor type (LIDAR, for example) can be also employed. The optical data were orthorectified. Gabor features were calculated on the TSX data and Red color channel (630-690 nm) from WorldView-2 data. A bank of Gabor wavelets consists of 18 filters (6 orientations , 3 different periods of filter's sine component , and 1 sigma value ). A recursive implementation of Gabor filtering is run [36] .
A subscene (3101 3041 pixels) is used for the fusion and classification experiments. -means clustering is employed for feature representation on the alphabet. The number of clusters is selected empirically and set to 10 for Gabor features (calculated on SAR and optical data), 10 for the DSM, and 50 for the WV-2 multispectral data.
2) Fusion Strategies and Classification:
The following combinations of multisensory and single-sensor data are created: 1) WV-2 (8 features (spectral bands)), 2) WV-2 DSM (9 features), 3) WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM (45 features). Altogether, 14 classes were defined, the number of training and test samples is given in Table XIII . Selection of training and test regions is made manually on visible color composite of WorldView-2 multispectral data and Bing maps. The training and test samples are spatially uncorrelated.
3) Results and Discussion: All the methods were run on the same feature set and the same training/test regions were employed (Table XIV presents overall accuracy and Cohen's Kappa for the compared methods: the ML, NN, and FG). The Neural Network is a 3 layer (2 hidden layers) feed-forward net trained with Kalman filter, implemented in IDL [38] . The input features are normalized to one. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is selected experimentally. Running the neural network on the same feature set (WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM) and employing different number of neurons (5, 10, 20, 60 , and 80) it is found that the network with two hidden layers and 20 neurons in a hidden layer allowed to obtain the best result on fusion and classification (Table XV) . The same number of neurons is employed for the WV-2 feature set classification. For the ML classification ENVI software package is used. An independent model of the factor graph is selected for fusion and classification. Probability maps are calculated for each class and maximal MAP selection allows to assign the class labels. Table XIII and Figs. 12, 13, and 14 illustrate the fusion and classification accuracy using single and multisensory data. Introduction of the textural features and the DSM allowed to increase the overall accuracy and Kappa values for the ML, NN, and FG fusion methods. Confusion matrices for the fusion and classification of the WV-2, Texture, and DSM data (Tables XVI,  XVII , and XVIII) allow to compare per class confusion.
Fusion of multisensory data using the FG method ( % , example in Fig. 15(d) ) allowed to obtain a better accuracy comparing to the fusion and classification results obtained by the neural network ( % ), and by maximum likelihood classifier ( % ). The introduction of the DSM and textural features increased the accuracy of the FG for classes Forest, Grass, Football field, Rail road, Asphalt road, Shadow, High-rise building, Medium-rise building, Low-rise building (Table XIII) . In comparison to the NN (Table XIII) , the employment of the WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM allowed the FG to reach better labeling of the classes: Grass/low vegetation, Rail road, Asphalt road, Shadow, Medium-rise building, Tennis field, Dock.
Overall, the ML provides a comparable accuracy of fusion and classification on all combinations of data (Table XIII) . Introduction of the textural features and the DSM increased the accuracy for classes: Forest/Trees, Bare soil, Parking/car, Shadow, High-rise building, Low-rise building, Medium-rise building comparing to the employment of single-sensor multispectral data. The reduce of the accuracy for the other classes may be caused by the statistical assumptions on the input data in the ML method. The ML fusion and classification of the WV-2 and WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM data illustrated zero accuracy for class Tennis field.
The NN provides a less accurate overall accuracy on the multisensory data in comparison to the FG. The NN allowed better labeling of Water, Forest, Bare soil, Football field, Parking, High-rise building, Low-rise building. Labeling of Tennis field is difficult to perform by the NN; Parking class is difficult to label by the FG.
Employment of single-sensor data (WV-2 multispectral data) for classification allowed to reach a high and comparable accuracy by all the methods (Table XIV; the ML resulted with a slightly higher Kappa value than the others). Usually maximum likelihood allows to reach a high accuracy for single-sensor optical multispectral data.
For the McNemar's test on the ML and FG (Table XIX) , and the NN and FG (Table XX) FG,and the NN and FG McNemar's tests are less than 0.05, meaning that the FG classification have different performances (better accuracy) on the same data. Fig. 16 illustrates the full size classified image for London test area. Fig. 17 illustrates artifacts which can appear during fusion in the areas with high-rise buildings. This is an illustrative example where the NN classifier is influenced by the DSM data and produces a wrong decision (a confusion of shadowing and High-rise building classes appears). 
4) Alphabet Size Influence on the Fusion Accuracy:
A trade-off between the size of the alphabet and the accuracy of the FG fusion is also performed for London test area. The FG structure, the training and test samples, and the data (WV-2 Texture (SAR and Optical) DSM features) are as in the London test area experiment. The multisensory data (all features) were represented using different size of the alphabet: 20, 50, and 100 (Table XXI) .
In this experiment we may conclude that there is no trend on the accuracy increase of the fusion and classification accuracy with the increase of the alphabet size (the same conclusions are made for Munich test area). [41] ) is employed as in the experiment on Munich test area data. Table XXII presents the rank of the first ten features selected from the feature set calculated for London area experiment. The first five features were taken for the FG fusion and classification experiment.
The FG fusion and classification on the selected five features resulted in the overall accuracy equal to 64.74% and . As in the experiment for Munich area, the analysis illustrated that the feature selection does not result in the accuracy increase. The DSM is placed on the 1st place noticing a high importance of elevation data for the identification of the classes (corresponds to the rankings obtained in the classification experiment on urban area carried out by Longbotham et al. [42] ). Availability if the DSM makes possible identification and reduces the confusion of the following classes characterized by elevation like building type (High-rise, Low-rise, and Medium-rise building), Asphalt road, and Bare soil. The identification of buildings, for example, can be difficult without elevation data. In this experiment, three Gabor features calculated on SAR data were selected (places 4,6,10) among the selected WorldView-2 spectral bands (places 3,7) and Gabor features calculated on optical data (places 2,5,8,9 ). The feature rank for London area contains several features also selected in Munich area experiment: the DSM, WorldView-2 Band 1 (Coastal Blue, 
V. CONCLUSION
Multisensory remote sensing data fusion allows to perform more precise decisions about the landcover present in the scene and allows to identify a higher number of specific classes. In most of the cases some specific landcover classes and objects as well as a high number of classes in the scene are not possible to identify using only single-sensor data.
Among several choices for multisensory data fusion, the selection of factor graphs for the fusion allows to perform a classification into an extended set of classes. It also provides a possibility for the fusion model development and opens possibilities to augment the model to define more complex systems.
Representation of multisensory data and extracted features using an alphabet (a predefined domain with finite states) allows to deal with incommensurable features and data of different nature, statistical properties, and distributions. Such representation allows easier processing of data using factor graph. Separate processing of input features (spectral bands, textural features, or other multimodal features) and employment of the presented data fusion model is not influenced by the limitations of data dimensionality (i.e., there is no the curse of dimensionality). Proper selection of a factor graph structure allows the fusion model to be tractable for real use and application for remotely sensed data of arbitrary size. Approximate inference on independent models makes it possible to perform inference on input evidence of moderately high size. Application of factor graph on real multisensory data (WorldView-2, TerraSAR-X, and DSM) allows to obtain better results than the results reached by application of a multilayer perceptron.
The proposed fusion model is influenced and can be limited by the following properties. The quality of factor graph configuration depends on the learning method. An appropriately chosen learning method and it's parameter set (iterations number, learning step, convergence guarantee, and other) can increase the generalization of the model and reduce the fusion error. The initialization of the learning method according to the knowledge of landcover classes, data type, or data acquisition parameters should lead to a faster convergence and an increase of the learning accuracy. Representation of input multisensory data on the alphabet reduces the data range and a chance on information loss can exist. A low size of the alphabet can lead to the fusion and classification error while a very high size can make the model intractable. To reduce the possibility of information loss the size of the alphabet should be chosen sufficient enough to preserve the necessary information from the input data. A relevant and sufficient method for the representation should be selected (knowledge on the data should be taken into account). The structure of a factor graph is one of the main aspects for an efficient solution. An inappropriate structure of the factor graph can increase the model complexity leading to intractability. The graph structure should be designed carefully to model the task and keep the tractability of the model. Inference method directly influences the decision making error in a factor graph. Recently developed approximate inference methods allow to benefit decision accuracy and inference time.
The fusion and classification model is managed to be augmented and developed in several directions. The first direction is on extension of the graph structure to preserve spatially uniform land-cover labeling and to include prior information on data to perform landcover extraction in unsupervised way. Another main direction is towards the employment of multisensory data and semantic information for modelling of evolution processes in a system. Higher levels of data interpretation are to be modeled by the employment of latent variables, approximate inference methods, and inference on non-full data. More thorough validation of the method is going to be performed on new available ground truth data.
APPENDIX
Detailed step-by-step message propagation for the independent model is as follows: Step 1:
. . .
Step 2:
. . . . . .
Step 3:
Step 4:
